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Happiness
Happiness is the meaning and purpose of life,
the whole aim and end of human existence.
–Aristotle

Optimism and Positive Psychology
! Psychotically optimistic dogs
! How positive delusions can help us
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Happiness and our ideas about it
“I am so much better off physically, mentally,
and in almost every other way.”
“It was a glorious experience.”
“I didn’t appreciate others nearly as much as I
do now.”
“It helped me a lot. . . . It turned out to be very
fortunate . . . It made me grow a lot as a
person. . . . It was a gift. . . . It made me a
deeper person.”

Happiness and our ideas about it
“I am so much better off physically,
mentally, and in almost every other
way.” [Jim Wright, former
Speaker of the House, after being
forced to resign after committing
69 ethics violations]

Happiness and our ideas about it
“It was a glorious experience.”
[Moreese Bickham, after being
released from Louisiana State
Penitentiary after being wrongly
convicted and serving 37 years for
defending himself against a Ku
Klux Klansman who shot him]
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Happiness and our ideas about it
“I didn’t appreciate others nearly as
much as I do now.” [Christopher
Reeve, after being paralyzed from
the neck down in a riding accident]

Happiness and our ideas about it
“It helped me a lot. . . . It turned
out to be very fortunate . . . It
made me grow a lot as a person. . .
. It was a gift. . . . It made me a
deeper person.”
[Rudy Guiliani, about having prostate
cancer]

Happiness and our ideas about it
“Resilience is often the most commonly observed
outcome trajectory following exposure to a
potentially traumatic event.” [G. A. Bonnano, C.
Rennicke and S. Dekel, (2005) “Selfenhancement among high-exposure survivors
of the September 11th Terrorist Attack:
Resilience or Social Maladjustment?” Journal
of Personality and Social Psychology, 88:984988.]
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Pessimistic vs. Optimistic
Styles
Pessimistic

Optimistic

Bad stuff is permanent
and will presist,
pervasive and out of my
control; Bad stuff
reflects my
resourcelessness and
bad qualities (“I’m such
a loser”)

Bad stuff is time and
context limited (“I am
just going through a
rough patch”; or “This
job sucks”) and under
my influence; I possess
good and resourceful
qualities

The Rise of Positive Psychology/
Strength-Based Approaches
! William James - Psychology of religious experiences
!

Abraham Maslow - Peak experiences

!

Carl Rogers - Healthy core
Milton Erickson - Resource-based therapy
Martin Seligman - Positive Psychology
Mihaly Csikszentmilhalyi - Flow
Steve de Shazer - Solution-Focused Therapy
Saleeby - Strengths-Based Social Work
David Cooperrider - Appreciative Inquiry

!
!
!
!
!
!

Principles
Study the most happy, successful,
psychologically healthy people and
extract lessons for the rest of us
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Resilience
!

Close to 75% of “at risk” kids (those born to
teenage mothers; who were sexually abused;
who grew up with substance-abusing or
mentally-ill parents; or who grew up in
poverty) do well in later life

Furstenberg, F. (1998) “Paternal involvement with
adolescence in intact families: The influence of fathers
over the life course,” Demography, 35(2): 201-216.
Wilkes, G. (2002) “Abused child to nonabused parent:
Resilience and conceptual change,” Journal of Clinical
Psychology, 58(3): 229-232.

Relevant research
Two studies show that focusing on or creating pleasant
experiences enhances our learning or performance abilities.
! Kids who were asked to spend 30 seconds remembering happy
things did better on learning tasks they were given just after
remembering the happy stuff.
!

Internists who were given some candy (vs. reading humanistic
statements about medicine and a control group) did better at
diagnosing a hard-to-diagnose case of liver disease.

References:
! Masters, J., Barden, R. and Ford, M. (1979) "Affective states, expressive
behavior, and learning in children," Journal of Personality and Social Psychology,
37:380-390.
! Isen, A, Rosensweig, A. and Young, M. (1991) "The influence of positive affect
on clinical problem solving," Medical Decision Making, 11:221-227.

Relevant research
People who are in a more positive
mood are better liked by others
and more open to new ideas and
experiences
Frederickson, Barbara (1998) “What
good are positive emotions?”
Review of General Psychology,
2:300-319.
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Good to know
Happy people are half as likely to
die and half as likely to be
disabled; live longer than average;
have better health habits; lower
blood pressure and more robust
immune systems; more productive
on the job; have higher incomes;
able to tolerate more pain

Good to know
Optimistic and pessimistic styles and
tendencies are relatively stable traits,
but they can be affected by actions
and changed focus of attention
E.g., one study found that even naturally pessimistic
people who spent one week doing exercises in which
they identified and wrote down times in the past in
which they were at their best, their personal
strengths, expressing gratitude to someone you have
never properly thanked, and writing down three good
things that happened made them happier when their
happiness levels were measured 6 months later

Seligman, M., Stern, T., Park, N & Peterson, C. (2005) “Positive
Psychology progress: Empirical validation of interventions,” American
Psychologist, 60: 410-421.

Relevant Research
We’re generally pretty bad at predicting the
lasting impact of good or bad events on our
happiness.
! We tend to overestimate the negative impact
of traumatic and unwanted events and
overestimate the positive impact of happy or
wanted events.
!

From Dan Gilbert’s Stumbling On Happiness.
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Good to know
!

Pleasure can give short-term happiness but is
subject to the “hedonic treadmill” effect in
which more and more of the pleasurable thing
is required to maintain the same level of
happiness
! Exceptions: Friends, sex, quality and security of

work; and to some extent marriage

!

Gratification requires effort and focus but
often leads to long-term happiness

The Hedonic Treadmill
"When we have an experience! -- hearing a
particular sonata, making love with a particular
person, watching the sun set from a particular
window of a particular room–on successive
occasions, we quickly begin to adapt to it, and
the experience yields less pleasure each time.
Psychologists call this habituation, economists
call it declining marginal utility, and the rest of
us call it marriage" (p. 130).
From Dan Gilbert’s Stumbling On Happiness

Good to know
! The death of a spouse or child

has been shown to have a lingering
negative effect on happiness
! Being a caregiver for a family
member with Alzheimer’s patient
also has a lingering negative
effect on happiness levels
! Note: These are general findings;
individuals vary within these
findings
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Haidt’s Formula
H=S+C+V
H = your general happiness level
S = your happiness set point
C = your life conditions
V = your voluntary activities
Haidt, Jonathon (2006) The
Happiness Hypothesis. NY: Basic.

Positive Psychology is about
research, not clinical practice
! How do we translate some of this

research to clinical work?
! Solution-based and possibility
therapies offer a way to
operationalize this research in
psychotherapy

Discovering the solutionbased approach
! The African Violet Queen
! The client who cured her own

depression
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Methods of solution-based
work
Discover and highlight exceptions
Discover and highlight competence in other
contexts and transfer it to the problem
context
! Ask the person to detail and then put in place
some elements of a problem-free or problemresolved time
! Highlight and compliment positive coping with
difficulties
! Highlight change more than stuckness
!
!

Common Factors in Therapy
15%
Model/Technique

15%
Expectation/Placebo

40%
Client
Factors
30%
Relationship

The Possibilities Approach
! Created to correct the “too

positive” aspects or perceptions of
the solution-focused approach
! Acknowledgment and validation
balancing inviting change and
opening possibilities
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The Possibilities Approach
Methods of acknowledgment and
possibilities
! Past tense
! Global to partial
! Validation perceptions/challenging
truth
! Problems into preferences
! Expectancy talk
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